Descriptions for Spokane County Softball Divisions
B:
All players in this division have played college or high school
softball/baseball. This division is typically for competitive traveling teams;
usually a league set for county tournaments only.
CC:
Elite Division. All players in this division either have experience with high
level varsity or college softball/baseball. Players can hit home runs on command
and have the ability to do more than just the basics of softball/baseball. Players
are heavily fundamental with great base running and situation acumen.
C:
Highly Competitive. Prefer to compete at a high level but, not at the highest
level. Typically players who played varsity softball/baseball in high school or
college or have several years of experience playing recreational softball. Most
players have the capability to hit home runs, have speed on the bases and out in
the field. Errors are limited on defense, usually few overthrows or missed plays,
such as a pop fly not being caught. Base runners are very aggressive and
persistent on the bases. Players are fundamentally sound on both defense and
offense.
DDD: Competitive/Middle division. Most popular competitive league. Players
that have experience in at least softball/baseball at the high school level or
experience in recreational softball. Knowledge of softball/baseball and want to
compete at a higher level. Several players on the team that can hit home runs,
have an aggressive defense but not all players have a high skill level. Base
runners are aggressive.
DD:
Semi-competitive division. Knowledge of softball/baseball and want to
have fun. Have a few players that can hit home runs, rarely aggressive on the
bases. Played at least some recreational softball/baseball in the past and are
looking to play for the enjoyment of the game.
D:
Recreational/beginner division. Players are still learning the game of
softball or have little experience in softball/baseball, but play for the enjoyment
of the game. Usually the best league for those teams that will be playing in their
1st season.
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